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 Spotlighting and promoting the work

of rural players relying on

agrobiodiversity to implement

alternative economic models.

 Creating synergies and facilitating

cooperations at local and EU level.

 Amplifying voices from the field

within political institutions.

 Raising awareness about the benefits

of agrobiodiversity and the

sustainable initiatives to support.
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To support the transition to 

seed diversification practices 

on an economic scale
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How can we ensure the economic development of

projects that are beneficial to cultivated

biodiversity and rural renaissance?

 Overview of the speakers’ projects with a particular focus on the obstacles

they face in their commitment to local cultures and breeds.

 The audience gets the floor! Are you engaged in any other related projects

that you’d like to present?

 What’s a social cooperative? Short introduction to this model of

organisation by Kate Carmody, from the Hemp and Flax cooperative of

Ireland.

 Collective brainstorming on how to adapt this model to the Irish context

and the textile production sector specificities.



AppleOak FibreWorks



History 2007 - 2023

• Started by Jennifer Lienhard in 2007

• Teaching Knitting, Crocheting, felting,

• Dyeing and fibre supply on Etsy

• 2011 Focus on Dyeing yarn and online 

fibre supply

• 2013 Start attending trade shows to 

sell  and advertise

• 2015 started contract dyeing for 

clients

• 2018 Established current premises for 

larger scale dyeing, shop and teaching 

space 



Sustainability and the Circular model

• All Dyeing is done with harvested rain 

water.

• After Dyeing all waste water is treated 

through settlement tanks, reed beds 

and evergreen planting.

• All dye plant waste and cardboard is 

composted through a wormery

• Compost is used to grow dye plants 



Biodiversity and seed production

• Over last 10 years developing recipes to 
create Irish grown colour palette 

• Growing dyes in Ireland at home since 
2013, at a medium scale through Irish 
Seedsavers since 2019

• This year we will start growing on a 
larger scale for workshops, own use, and 
seed production 

• Different varieties of same dye plant 
give different colour tones therefore 
aiming to increase diversity in our 
collection 

• Currently researching gene banks and 
conservation organisations for varieties -
somewhat challenging as no specific 
conservation of dye plants

• Will be doing variety trials from seed to 
seed including dyeing trials























Agrobiodiversity in 

Animal Fibre Systems



Agrobiodiversity 

in Animal

Fibre Systems

• Quality fleece depends on 

nutrition

• Nutrition depends on 

diversity in grass and forage



Overall Biodiversity in 

Animal Fibre Systems

• Healthy grass and forage depend on 

thriving, diverse soil life

• All heavily dependent on insect 

communities above and below ground

• Thriving ecosystems support robust 

livestock



Semi-natural Grasslands vs. Improved Land

• Sensitively 
grazed

• Soil structure 
left intact

• No fertilisers, 
pesticides, or 
fungicides

• Ploughed

• Reseeded with perennial

rye grass

• Dependent on inputs to 

maintain monoculture



Semi-natural Grasslands 

• 0.08% of farmed 

grassland in Ireland

• Losses of ~31% in the 

last 6 years *

*likely highly under-estimated

Sources: 
o Irish Semi-natural Grassland Survey: 2007-2012

o Grassland Monitoring Survey: 2015-2017, subset of sites re-visited



Source: greatirishgrasslands.ie



More information:

greatirishgrasslands.ie



THE GALWAY WOOL CO-OP

Blatnaid Gallagher MSc, Co-Founder of the coop

IRELAND’S NATIVE BREED

➢ Less than 3.500 left in the 

world

➢ Strong Bio-Fire 

➢ Up to 5kgs Per animal per 

year.

HIGHEST STANDARDS OF WELFARE

➢ No Mulesing

➢ Family Farms

➢ Compulsory Welfare 

Shearing. 

Happy Sheep are healthy Sheep.



The Galway Wool Co-op

Galway Sheep are a Rare Breed

We are a farmer-owned and run Irish 

wool co-operative; supplying an Irish 

grown bio-fibre that is Galway wool.

Our farmers know that happy healthy 

sheep are productive animals. We work 

in tandem with nature to shepherd our 

flocks with compassion and care.

ABOUT US

All our Irish Wool comes from Pure Bred Galway Sheep that have a registered pedigree, 
ensuring our partners are creating and making with authentic Native Irish Wool.





LEGISLATION 

CUSTOMERS

➢ No Regulation around 

labelling of Irish Wool 

Products. 

➢ Import Wool, spin or create 

in Ireland and market it as 

Irish Wool. 

Customers do not ask for 

country of origin for the wool. 

Did it grow in Ireland?

SCOURING

TALK SHOPS

Scouring can be carried out in 

UK, Belgium or Germany but to 

scour in Ireland, we need scale 

and markets. 

Forums, committees, 

discussion groups, etc. 

MARKETING
Ireland is internationally 

renowned for its knitwear, 

tweed, carpets, rugs,

blankets and Throws.

All made from imported wool 

PROBLEMS



SOLUTIONS

CLOSE THE GAP

Clear labelling on wool

and its origin of growth

TARGET AUDIENCE

Sustainable wool products 

need to be sourced locally 

BREED CHOICES

Support for dual purpose 

and wool producing breeds 

CLIMATE

Insulation with

Petro Chemical

20XX



THANK YOU

Blatnaid Gallagher MSc 

info@galwaywool.ie

@thegalwaywoolco_op

Where does your wool 
grow? 
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The role of the social 

cooperative in creating 

a rural renaissance
A presentation primarily made for the Rural-Pact policy Lab

on rural depopulation. Brussels, 29th June 2023.



Recognising the potential of

a social cooperative

 Farmers first met in 2016.

 The Irish Hemp Cooperative was registered May 2018.

 It was set up to address the many issues facing small farmers. It 

addresses legislative and logistical barriers.

 The work of the hemp Cooperative is encouraging young farmers, and 

rural actors to solve their own problems by providing them with a 

channel to take action.

 Kate Carmody, Organic farmer, Biochemist/Biomedical Scientist, 

Social Scientist, EU Expert in Agricultural Productivity & Sustainability.



Depopulation and 

socioeconomic deprivation

We aim to drive a rural renaissance, supporting a 

Just transition for our communities recognising the 

challenges of climate change.

We are developing a sustainable network for 

hemp, flax and MAPS. There was a tradition of 

growing these crops in Ireland.

Struggling farms can stack enterprises. With local 

processing providing meaningful employment.

At a local level we are working on the “People’s 

Transition” which is run by TASC. This encourages 

empowerment of the local community.

Image source: Aalen, F. H. A., Whelan, K., Stout, W. (1997). Atlas of 

the Irish Rural Landscape. 1st ed. Cork: Cork University Press. 



Needs and Barriers

 The Co-op needs support and policy changes to achieve our 

potential. Current policy means we are locked out of funding.

 Rural areas like North Kerry are written off and designated as in 

decline, services and infrastructure are being withdrawn. We 

need funding to support the disruptive potential of co-ops to 

save our communities.

 Do we need to enshrine a value on social capital across Europe?



Rural Renaissance needs to be social.
 Formation of social cooperatives which register as social (charitable) 

trusts, to facilitate funding.

 A social cooperative (not for profit) will invest surplus into the 

community thus allowing new ideas to flourish.

 Keeping communities knitted together and encouraging disruptive 

thinking to repopulate depleted areas is needed now.
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